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After Tang and Song Dynasty, downriver intercoastal area of the Jiulongjiang 
River was fringe, which was an unenlightened place. From the period of Ming and 
Qing Dynasty, even beginning with the 16th century, it experienced a historical course 
of rapid development in Fujian. Through the research, we pointed out that marine 
society got attentions of various forces in the south of Fujian province. The policies of 
marine administration changed along with positions, and the gentry made suggestions. Even 
common people had different representations, including violating a ban, conformance or alienated 
actions. In a word, the government, gentry and common people participated in the scene of marine 
administration. They promoted the development of economy and society together. At the same 
time, the changes of marine circumstance, Zupu, Citang and family were very important factors 
which we paid attention to.  
This article was divided into seven chapters.  
Introduction: first, clarified the origin of writing; then, combed academic history 
about related research and raised some definition; last, explained the train of thought 
and cited material of this paper.  
Chapter One: briefly reviewed the developmental historical course of this region. 
The people, who lived near the seaside, were farmers, fishermen or merchants. Their 
working mode of production composed the subject of marine economy. Beginning 
with mid-Ming Dynasty, at the time of oceanic confusion frequently, this region 
started to make a figure, and marine society got the primary development.  
Chapter Two: introduced idiographic situation of the redressal and practice 
during the Longqing and Wanli period whose policies the Ming government had 
instituted in marine society in Fujian. From then on, this region was supported by the 
opening to the outside world of Yuegang seaport, which came into a new 
developmental period. And then, marine society took on a new look everywhere, and got the 
reputation of financial storeroom.  
Chapter Three: emerged the social scene of common people when marine 
circumstance was out of control from the late Ming to the early Qing. During the 
period of the Tianqi and Chongzhen, various forces contended on the sea, and marine 














going out were different choices for common people. They lived in a crack. Therefore 
marine society got into twists and turns.  
Chapter Four: particularly discussed marine administrant policies and some 
countermeasures of people during the Kangxi and Qianlong period. Though the 
government had made lots of severe measures which people wanted to get to Taiwan 
or go abroad, it was not useful entirely. The common people challenged the authority 
of policy by different fashions, and then the number of them increased so fast. 
Between the come-and-go, the government, gentry and common people played a respective 
role. Thus marine society rallied, and developed ahead.  
Chapter Five: simply introduced the redressal of these policies which people 
wanted to get to Taiwan or live abroad, including the influence of them after 
mid-Qing Dynasty.  
Chapter Six: Conclusion: summarised the full dissertation, and explained the 
deficiency of this paper.  
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